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Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
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Embrace every change. Keep up with the trend. 
Passionate about every possible progress:
with the unchanged spirit of staying young and 
positive, we are happy to inject new momentum into 
the world. Just like Hyle, which based on the concept 
of Community Office,
never stop changing and improving,
never stop being trendy and outstanding.
Hyle comes for us and because of us.
It is here to interpret new aesthetics of workplace 
and new gesture of working people.

Chic Community Office
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Workplace is a stage for the new generation to fully express 
themselves:
the latest bag, the trendy flattie, 
suits jacket go with jeans or T-shirt with A-line skirt.
Infinite possibilities in the workplace for the new generation.
Same with Hyle office desks.
They can either be extended or combined; 
they can be used either as freestanding ones or shared ones.
New working attitude needs the support of a new working 
space. 

Hyle Creates a Brand-new Workplace
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Every graduation season witness vigorous young people 
rush to workplace.
Just leaving the campus, they would naturally get 
intimidated by cold and stiff office buildings.
The lined-up layout of workstations seems perfect for these 
beginners.
Convenient for communication, idea exchange and learning 
from each other.
Hyle will always be there for every step forward you make.

A Space for You, the Newcomers.
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Right, we never agree with the “staring at the 
computer screen for eight hours” mode.
After two hours of intensive working,
please leave your desk to the small sofa beside,
and have a cup of coffee. 
You may need a little chit chat with your colleagues,
or need ten minutes for yourself.
Taking rest between works can absolutely enhance 
working efficiency.

Always Remember to Take a Rest
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Relatively open workstation layout, a perfect choice 
for mobile working in this new era, for flexible 
working hours and flexible working staff, open your 
laptop and hang your favorite bag on the screen, 
then start your work smoothly, either to draft a 
contract or provide a desirable solution for your 
client, we are absolutely there for flexibility and 
freedom of work.

Smooth Working Gesture
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If you happen to be an administration staff,
your privacy and safety at work are taken care of 
here.
The half-closed layout makes the space comfortable 
and private for you.
The double-layered working desk, 
consisting of a big shelf panel and a large working 
desktop, provides you with a space to categorize all 
documents and materials.

Comfort and Safety Especially for You
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Information exchange can never be more 
emphasized than it is now.
Private negotiation between two people, free 
chat among four people,
or a meeting of more people;
Hyle can definitely meet demands of various 
communication.
Most importantly, it offers not only space 
solutions, but wonderful working atmosphere. 

It is the Best of Times: 
A Time of Communicaiton



Maybe it’s the first time you meet.
An interview? Or a negotiation for cooperation?
Either is fine.
Here we need a relatively safe distance and 
space, to ensure good and relaxing exchange. 
Right distance for smooth communication. 

Party A? Party B?
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Telephone booth is something of last century.
What we need now is probably sending an e-mail, making 
a conference call, or communicating about a contract 
detailviaa social app, Hyle provides single sofas and small 
tables, perfect for office workers in the internet era.

Telephone Booth in the Internet+ Era
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Which kind of seat arrangement is needed most?
Different enterprises and different departments 
have different demands.
So there’s no definite answer to it.
The most suitable combination is the best solution.

One, Two, Three: Something About Combination 
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To revise a design drawing,
to improve a space layout,
to find out what your client likes
or to discuss the feasibility of a proposal,
Hyle offers you conference tables with a video system,
which is explicit, dynamic, convenient and accurate.
That’s the spirit of a conference, isn’t it?

It’s either white or black?
Only those immatures would think like that.
We know life needs a grey zone,the same for office work.
It is an office desk, or a negotiation table, or a conference table?
It’s up to you.
Use it as you want.

Big Screen Never Be Absent for a Meeting

Grey Zone in the Office Space
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Except office desks and conference rooms,
have you ever imagined your office space in other looks?

Rest for a Better Fight
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When you need a break,
Will the red lip sofa be your favorite?
Quiet space, comfortable seats and bright color,
make it decoration for tea time;
If you need to a recharge when working overtime,
it will always have your back. 

Red Lip Sofa, Décor or Dependence?



It’s an era with knowledge occupying an unprecedentedly 
important position.
It’s an era when you can easily fall behind if not continuous 
learning.
Hyle admires the learning spirit,
and brings a book bar into the office space.
It is a corner in the workplace,
but the energy it brings goes far beyond the corner it takes.

A Future without Passion for Learning? Nah.
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A café bar doesn’t provide coffee only.
A tea room is not just about green tea.
Cola? Yoghurt? Hot chocolate?
Diverse faces with diversified tastes,
in the tea room, we tell all kinds of life stories.

Monologue of a Café Bar
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Clothes and bags are no longer tucked in 
drawers.
They can now stay in the workplace in a 
more open way. Let everything be revealed 
under the sunlight,
with privacy being respected:
this the workplace custom of the new 
generation.
Hyle cabinets, with what should be open 
stay open, private stay private, make 
everything more organized.

Cabinets could Be Open as Well 
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Unit hook and double hook 
avai lable make your small 
personal space full of fun.

Arc design of the deskside 
is both for good looking and 
your arm support.

New-type soundproof cotton 
can not on ly be degraded 
and recycled, but also absorb 
noise as a “green vanguard".

A very secret open drawer,
t h e  b e s t  h i d i n g  p l a c e  fo r 
earphone, fountain pen and 
mobile phone.

Black large-capacity patch 
p a n e l  c a n  m e e t  a l l  t h e 
charging demands of various 
kind of smart devices in the 
internet era. So cool.

Supervisor Space

DY80

W2850*D1540*H1400(mm)

DY81

W5680*D1540*H1400(mm)

DY82

W5680*D1540*H1400(mm)

Staff Space (L-shape)

DY63

W3070*D1240*H1400(mm)

DY64

W3070*D1240*H1400(mm)

DY624

W1525*D1240*H1400(mm)

DY66

W3070*D2460*H1400(mm)

DY626

W1525*D2460*H1400(mm)

DY65

W3070*D2460*H1400(mm)

Staff Space

DY60

DY60ZE

DY60ZS

W1650*D1080*H1400(mm)

W1658*D1050*H25(mm)

W1658*D1050*H25(mm)

DY61

DY61ZE

DY61ZS

W1910*D1080*H1400(mm)

W1855*D1045*H25(mm)

W1855*D1045*H25(mm)

DY62

DY62ZE

W3420*D1710*H1400(mm)

W3362*D1675*HJ25(mm)

Staff Space (Straight)

DY67 DY50

W1550*D650*H1400(mm) W3070*D1270*H1400(mm)

DY68

DY520

W3070*D650*H1400(mm)

W1525*D1270*H1400(mm)

DY628

DY69

W1525*D650*H1400(mm)

W1550*D1270*H1400(mm)
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DY51

W3070*D1865*H1400(mm)

DY52

W3070*D1865*H1400(mm)

DY522

W1525*D1865*H1400(mm)

DY53

W2450*D670*H1400(mm)

Staff Space (Straight)

DY72

DY77

W1795*D1205*H1400(mm)

W2300*D650*H1400(mm)

DY73

DY71

DY71ZE

W2660*D2550*H1400(mm)

W3480*D1470*H1400(mm)

W3400*D1497*H25(mm)

DY74

DY70

DY70ZE

DY70ZS

W3720*D1930*H1400(mm)

W2200*D1520*H1400(mm)

W1195*D804*H25(mm)

W1195*D804*H25(mm)

DY75

W3805*D2100*H1400(mm)

DY76

W3055*D1440*H1400(mm)

Leisure& Negotiation Space

P-YM02 P-YM01

Chartreuse Green Smoky Grey

Accessories 

DYZX DYZX DYLX R/L

W1500*D1970*H25(mm)

W1800*D1180*H25(mm) W1800*D1180*H25(mm)

W1500*D600*H25(mm)

DYDB DYZWB DYMZCB

W2253*D450*H125(mm) W1300*D200*H25(mm) W286*D19*H1400(mm)

W1500*D600*H25(mm) W1500*D1090*H25(mm)

DYJD

W3762*D2055*H25(mm) W3007*D1090*H750(mm) W650*D450*H420(mm)

DYLX R/L

W1500*D1090*H25(mm)

W2150*D650*H25(mm) W2150*D650*H25(mm)

DYADJ DYMZCT
W320*D160*H74(mm) W355*D350*H100(mm)

DYZG R/L

DYSJ DYCSGDYHX DYHX

DYQT DYQT

S-05P E-01

DY21W
DY21G

DY22W
DY22G

DY23W
DY23G

DY24W
DY24G

DY25W
DY25G

W350*D410*H50(mm) W350*D410*H60(mm) W350*D410*H90(mm) W350*D410*H90(mm) W350*D410*H300(mm)

DYLZ

W43*D16*H1400(mm)

DYZMCZ

W286*D173*H62(mm)

DYSYGG

W70*D46*H340(mm)

DYDYGG

W70*D46*H190(mm)

Light Oak White

Accessories

DY26.035040H DY27.033004W
DY27.033004G

W346*D406*H25(mm) W330*D40*H12(mm)

Accessories (Upholstered Sofa)

SY30.2.YR
SY30.2.MR

W1500*D660*H740(mm)

SY30.1.YR
SY30.1.MR

W1500*D660*H740(mm)

SY30.3.YR
SY30.3.MR

W2180*D660*H740(mm)

SY30.ZWJSY30.ZWH

W560*D300*H100(mm)

 SY30.CZ

Texture

S-SD35

SM-ML21B SM-ML81B SM-ML50BSM-ML82B SM-ML60B SM-ML40B

S-SD82S-SD57 S-SD83 S-SD32 S-SD13 S-SD21 S-SD24

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


